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Sequential Bayesian Methods for Resolution
Enhancement of TIR Image Sequences

Paolo Addesso, Maurizio Longo Member, IEEE, Rocco Restaino Member, IEEE, Gemine Vivone

Abstract—The availability of remotely sensed image sequences
characterized by both spatial and temporal high resolution is
crucial in many applications, ranging from agriculture to Earth
surface hazard monitoring. To date, image sequences presenting
such desirable characteristics in both domains are not directly
obtainable by a single device and thus a viable solution is
represented by the joint use of multisensor information. In
this work we propose a solution, based on Bayesian sequential
estimation, for fusing two image sequences characterized by
complementary features. Together with the assessment of two
different sequential estimation approaches, a novel method for
constructing a sharpened observations is here presented. The
proposals are then evaluated by employing different datasets ac-
quired by the SEVIRI and MODIS sensors, showing remarkable
improvements with respect to classical approaches.

Index Terms—Remote sensing, Land Surface Temperature,
MAP Estimation, Thermal Image Enhancement, Sequential
Bayesian Methods, Interacting Multiple Model

I. INTRODUCTION

Accurate and frequent measures of at-sensor Brightness
Temperature (BT) are required for remote sensing applications,
such as wild fires or drought detection [8], [14], energy flux
balances [7], [19], evaluation of soil moisture [28]. Therefore
the relevant feature of the dataset is its spatial and temporal
resolution.

Technological and computational constraints generally pro-
hibit that sensors with high spatial accurateness collect data
frequently enough, so that some sort of post-acquisition en-
hancement is in force. As far as sequences of thermal images
are considered, proposed approaches for such enhancement
exploit information contained in different parts of the spectrum
[4], [19], [25], [27] or captured by cameras with different
characteristics on the same scene. Thus, an high spatial/high
temporal resolution is achieved by synthetic image sequences
constructed by fusing the information coming from multiple
sensors [12], [17].

Following this concept of data fusion, in this paper we
employ a Bayesian framework already adopted in other Earth
Observations applications, as Data Assimilation [15], [16],
[35]. In particular, we consider Bayesian sequential procedures
that take advantage from the correlation in image sequences
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[3]. In the latter work, by the same authors, the classical
Kalman Filter (KF) [18] was employed, that however was
unable to follow all the various dynamics exhibited by the BT
during the day. To circumvent this difficulty, the concurrent
operation of multiple different algorithms, together with an
appropriate mixing criterion, could represent a viable solution.
Several approaches of this class models have been presented in
the literature [9], [21], [23]. A computationally efficient one
is the Interacting Multiple Model (IMM) [10] that achieves
the same performances of a second order multiple model
with m hypothesis by running only m filters, instead of m2.
Preliminary results concerning the application of IMM to
the enhancement of TIR image sequence enhancing has been
presented in [1]. In the present paper we further elaborate on
this approach, adjoining a method to enrich the information
exploited at each step of the algorithm. In fact, one weakness
of the straightforward application of the Bayesian filters is the
failure to introduce an accurate modeling of the LR images
in relation to the required HR sequence [11]. Actually, the
simpler interpolation of the LR image to the HR resolution
may yield better results than the Bayesian filters, as it allows
also to incorporate an implicit description of the pixels spatial
correlation [1]. However the practice of feeding the estimation
algorithms with an enriched information is becoming common
in many fields. Indeed, by learning lessons from the beneficial
contribution that resolution enhanced images provide in visual
interpretation by experts [20], sharpening algorithms have
been used as a preliminary phase for many signal processing
methodologies, as change detection [30] and object recognition
[24]. In this work we investigate the possibility of constructing
a more detailed observation than the mere LR current image
by fusing it with details extracted from the last available HR
image.

The performances of the proposed algorithms have been
assessed on several datasets, employing both SEVIRI and
MODIS acquisitions. The first has spatial resolution of about
6 km and acquisition interval of 15 min. The second, actually
the concatenation of Terra and Aqua acquisitions, has spatial
resolution of about 1 km and acquisition interval ranging
from about 4 to about 8 hours. The validation is performed
by exploiting two different protocols. According to the first
one, only the SEVIRI sequence is employed. In particular
the original images act as a reference HR datasets, while the
needed LR sequence is obtained by degrading the original
sequence to a lower resolution, allowing for any desired
resolution ratio between HR and LR images; furthermore the
complete availability of the HR images allows to freely select
the instants at which they are fed to the estimation algorithms
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and those at which sample outputs are computed. The second
validation procedure constitutes the real data assessment of the
proposals, in which, according to the cited specifications, the
MODIS images plays the role of the HR information, while
the set of SEVIRI images, at the nominal resolution, acts as
the LR sequence. In this case, the validation is performed by
supposing one available MODIS image to be unknown and
then estimated through the developed algorithms.

Sect. II contains the mathematical formalization of the HR
images estimation problem, based on the Bayesian framework.
In particular the two selected approaches, based on KF and
IMM are here presented. Sect. III illustrates the implementa-
tion details of the chosen methods for the application to the
resolution enhancing of TIR image sequences. The validation
of the approach is reported in Sect. IV, while Sect. V contains
some final considerations and the further lines of research
arising from this study.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The objective of this work is to construct a high temporal
resolution/High Spatial Resolution (htr/HSR) sequence E =
{Ek : k ∈ TE} of synthetic BTs by fusing a low temporal
resolution/High Spatial Resolution (ltr/HSR) sequence H =
{Hm : m ∈ TH} and a high temporal resolution/Low Spatial
Resolution (htr/LSR) sequence L = {Ln : n ∈ TL}.

We refer to the scenario depicted in Fig. 1, that is based on
some simplifying assumptions. In particular we let the support
of E coincide with that of L, namely we set TE = TL and
choose the resolution of H as the target accuracy for E . Al-
though a more general setting can be conceived, this situation
encompasses the typical requirements of practical applications.
On the other hand, we adopt the further hypothesis that the
domain of H is a subset of that of E , namely TH ⊂ TE = TL.
The latter condition is hardly verified in real examples but will
be kept, at the price of a passable approximation, to avoid
cumbersome notations.

In this work we recast the inference of the unknown
sequence E from the available data H and L within the State-
Space Model (SSM) formalization [13], in which E constitutes
the hidden state and H and L represents the accessible
information. Accordingly, the time evolution of state and
observation sequences is described through the couple of
equations

xk = fk (xk−1) +wk, (1)
yk = hk (xk) + nk (2)

or, possibly, its linear version

xk = Akxk−1 +wk, (3)
yk = Ckxk + nk. (4)

Specifically, the state vector xk is composed by the S pixels of
image Ek arranged by columns through the operator vec (·),
i.e., xk = vec (Ek) := [Ek (1) , . . . , Ek (S)]

T and of the
process noise wk (assumed independent zero mean Gaussian
with covariance Qk). On the other side, the observation
equation (2) models the relation of the available information
at time k, represented by the observation vector yk, with the

unobservable state xk, as represented by hk (xk) and by the
observation noise nk (again assumed independent zero mean
Gaussian with covariance Rk).

A. Kalman Filter (KF)

The Markov hypothesis implied by the SSM formalization
allows to find the optimal Bayesian estimation of the state
xk, given the observations y0:k until time k, by means of
recursive procedures [33]. In the case of linear SSM the opti-
mal recursion is represented by the Kalman Filter (KF) [18],
that, due to the Gaussianity of all the involved distributions,
consists in simply propagating the first two moments of the
state posterior distribution. If x̂i|j indicates the mean (and state
estimate) at time i, given the observations until time j and Pi|j
the corresponding covariance matrix, the KF is described by
the following steps:

• Initialization. Set the initial value for the estimated state
x̂0|0 and for the initial error covariance P0|0.

• Propagation. Compute the a priori estimates:

x̂k|k−1 = Akx̂k−1|k−1 (5)

Pk|k−1 = AkPk−1|k−1A
T
k +Qk (6)

• Update. Calculate the Kalman gain

Kk = Pk|k−1C
T
k

(
CkPk|k−1C

T
k +Rk

)−1
(7)

and then compute the a posteriori estimates

x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 +Kk

(
yk −Ckx̂k|k−1

)
(8)

Pk|k = (I−KkCk)Pk|k−1, (9)

where I indicates the identity matrix of proper order.
Despite its simplicity, the KF shows remarkable perfor-

mances also in the case of non-linear SSM through its gen-
eralization, named Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). It consists
in employing Eqs. (5-9) after calculating the state-transition
matrix Ak and the observation matrix Ck by linearizing
Eqs. (1-2) around the available estimates, namely by the
formulas

Ak =
∂

∂xk−1
fk (xk−1)

∣∣∣∣
xk−1=x̂k−1|k−1

, (10)

Ck =
∂

∂xk
hk (xk)

∣∣∣∣
xk=x̂k|k−1

. (11)

Furthermore, the propagation of the previous estimate
x̂k−1|k−1 and the calculation of the predicted observation from
x̂k|k−1 is computed through the nonlinear equations (1) and
(2), respectively.

B. Interacting Multiple Model (IMM)

As stated before, a single model, hence a single KF, may
not be able to capture all the diverse dynamics involved
in the evolution of the states and observation sequences.
To circumvent this difficulty, a possible solution is to run
concurrently more than one KF, and to properly mix the
corresponding estimates.
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Fig. 1: Reference information timeline.

In the Interacting Multiple Model (IMM) [10] a Markov
chain M (k), characterized by the transition matrix

P = {pij}i,j=1,...m

= {Pr [M (k) = Mj |M (k − 1) = Mi]}i,j=1,...m (12)

models the dynamical switching among m models, or modes,
{Mj}j=1,...,m. Each mode evolves independently of the oth-
ers, but the overall estimate combines the outputs of all modes.
Indeed each step of the algorithm is composed of the three
phases illustrated in Fig. 2:

i) Interaction/Mixing: the mixing probabilities µ
i|j
k−1|k−1,

i.e., the probability that mode i was in effect at time
k − 1, if mode j is in effect at time k, conditioned to
y0:k−1, are computed according to:

µ
i|j
k−1|k−1 =

pijµ
i
k−1∑m

i=1 pijµ
i
k−1

, i, j = 1, . . . ,m, (13)

where µi
k−1 is the mode probability of node i at the step

k − 1.
For each mode j = 1, . . . ,m, the initial state and

covariance estimates are given

x̂0j
k−1|k−1 =

m∑
i=1

x̂i
k−1|k−1µ

i|j
k−1|k−1, (14)

P̂0j
k−1|k−1 =

m∑
i=1

[
P̂i

k−1|k−1 +
(
x̂i
k−1|k−1 − x̂0j

k−1|k−1

)
(
x̂i
k−1|k−1 − x̂0j

k−1|k−1

)T
]
µ
i|j
k−1|k−1 (15)

where x̂i
k−1|k−1 and P̂i

k−1|k−1 are the estimates yielded
by mode i at the previous step.

ii) Mode-matched filtering, in which each mode computes
the a posteriori estimates x̂i

k|k and P̂i
k|k and the likeli-

hoods corresponding to the m models, i.e. the quantity

Λj
k = p (yk|Mj ,y0:k−1) (16)

in which Mj indicates the j-th model.
iii) Mode probability update: the new mode probabilities µj

k

are calculated as

µj
k =

1

c
Λj
k

m∑
i=1

pijµ
i
k−1, (17)

where c is a normalizing constant. The IMM estimate is
then achieved by weighting the a posteriori estimates by
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the mode probabilities:

x̂k|k =
m∑
i=1

x̂i
k|kµ

i
k. (18)

Accordingly, the design of an IMM algorithm involves the
selection of the m modes to mix and the choice of the Markov
chain. The latter is characterized by the transition probabilities
{pij}i,j=1,...m and by the initial probabilities of each mode,

µj
0 = Pr (M (0) = Mj) , (19)

that however do not represent critical parameters of the ap-
proach [9].

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS

We now present some relevant details of both methods con-
sidered for estimating the htr/HSR sequence E = {Ek : k ∈
[0,K]}, namely the KF and the IMM, the latter comprising
just two KFs (so called baseline IMM [23]).

A. State evolution and propagation step

The state equation formalization (1) requires, first of all,
the specification of the transition function fk (·), or its linear
counterpart Ak, and the statistical characterization of the
process noise wk.

In our case, at least in principle, the transitions among
states xk and xk−1 could be modeled after physical analysis
of the temperature dynamics accounting for the incoming
solar radiation, the precipitations, the physical features of the
surface and other factors, and hence implying correlation of the
image sequences in both time and space. For sake of simplicity
we assume a linear, albeit time varying, form for fk (·):

x̂k|k−1 = Akx̂k−1|k−1 (20)

and further neglect the spatial correlation among pixels, that
however will be recaptured in the update phase, as detailed
later. Accordingly, we assume a diagonal state-transition ma-
trix

Ak = diag (ak(1), . . . , ak(S)) (21)

and a diagonal noise covariance matrix Qk = σ2
mI, for all

k. Each entry ak(i) accounts for the daily time variations of
the brightness of pixel i and is estimated by the available
information at time k and k− 1, and in particular as the ratio

âk(i) = B
(

Lk (j (i))

Lk−1 (j (i))

)
, (22)

where j(i) is the htr/LSR pixel corresponding to the htr/HSR
pixel i, and B(·) is the bicubic interpolation operator.

Furthermore we assume that the system evolution starts at
an instant belonging to TH , so that the initial state x̂0|0 is
exactly known. Thus the initial covariance P0|0 = 0, namely
the null matrix of proper order.

B. Observation model and update step

Since the analysis of this work is restricted to the instants
k ∈ TL in which the htr/LSR sequence is available and since
the support TH of H is a subset of TL, at any time k at least
the LR data, but occasionally both the LR and HR data, are
available. When the HR image Hk is accessible, we simply
utilize it as observation

yk = [Hk (1) , . . . ,Hk (S)]
T
. (23)

As already pointed out for the system initialization, in this
case the htr/HSR image Ek coincides with the true image, i.e.
Ek = Hk and thus we put the observation noise covariance
to zero

Rk = 0. (24)
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When only the LR image is accessible, the classical solu-
tion adopted in Bayesian methods exploits a physical model
between the observation and the state. In particular, simple
geometric considerations suggest to define the LR observation
as the average, possibly weighted according to the Point
Spread Function (PSF) of the LR sensor, of the corresponding
HR pixels. However we resort to a cruder approximation that
consists in defining yk as a HR observation derived from Lk

through a bicubic interpolation operator B (·), namely as

yk := vec(B (Lk)) (25)

This approach, that we refer to as Interpolated Observation
Model (IOM), has the merit of introducing an implicit spatial
dependency among the observation pixels that spans outside
the limits of a single LR pixels [1], [3]. The IOM strictly
fulfills the Markov hypothesis embedded in the SSM formal-
ization, namely conditional independence of yk from the past,
given the current value of the state. However the possibility of
deriving a more precise observation from the whole sequences
L and H

yk = η (L,H) , (26)

deserves further attention. Profiting from the pansharpening
experience [6], we construct an enhanced observation yk by
adding the details extracted from the latest available HR image
to the current LR image Lk, namely we define yk as

yk := vec(S (Hmk
,B (Lk))), mk = max

m∈TH

{m ≤ k} , (27)

where S (X,Y) is the sharpening operator that uses the
HR image X and the LR image Y. This approach, here
called Sharpened Observation Model (SOM), is based on the
hypothesis that the details of the HR TIR image are related to
the physical composition of the illuminated surface and thus
have a slow variation. The validity of this hypothesis decreases
the difference of the actual instant k and the time mk at which
the last HR image was acquired. Accordingly we modify in
this work the classical pansharpening scheme by weighting
the details injection by a coefficient that accounts for the
similarity of Hmk

and B (Lk). We employ the Normalized
Cross Correlation Coefficient NCCCoef [22]

ρ (Hmk
,B (Lk)) =

Hmk
· B (Lk)√

Hmk
·Hmk

√
B (Lk) · B (Lk)

(28)

in which X ·Y denotes the scalar product of images X and
Y.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this Section the results of algorithms’ validation proce-
dures is reported. Two different protocols, employing images
acquired by a single sensor and a couple of sequences col-
lected by two sensors, respectively, are used for assessing the
developed algorithms and are described in the following.

A. Datasets description and implementation issues

We exploit the availability of three different datasets com-
posed of thermal images collected by the SEVIRI sensor
(IR10.8 channel, 10.8 µm) and by the MODIS sensor (band
31, [10.7811.28] µm). All refer to clear sky images in order
to preserve the validation procedure from unpredictable cor-
ruption effects. In the presence of clouds, the algorithm is
preceded by a preliminary phase of cloud masking [2].

The first dataset (henceforth referred to as the Sardinia
dataset) is composed only of SEVIRI images, acquired on
24 August 2011 in an area of the Sardinia Island (latitude
between 39.44 and 40.82 degrees North, longitude between
8.64 and 9.54 degrees East) and projected over a grid of 0.06
degrees.

The other two datasets are composed by both SEVIRI and
MODIS images. The Greece dataset contains two MODIS
images, acquired on 23 August 2011 at 20.25 UTC by Terra
satellite and on 24 August 2011 at 00.35 UTC by Aqua
satellite, respectively, and of SEVIRI images collected in the
same time interval over an area of the Balkan Peninsula (
latitude between 39.62 and 42.44 degrees North, longitude
between 22.46 and 26.30 degrees East). The sequences have
been suitably intercalibrated and coregistered through the
projection over a grid of 0.01 degrees. In this test the first
MODIS image is used as the starting HR image, and the
second as the reference image to estimate.

Finally the Campania dataset refers to an area of Southern
Italy (latitude from 40.01 to 40.93 degrees North, longitude
from 14.09 to 15.48 degrees East), relevant for the irrigation
project IRRISAT to which the research group participates [28].
Three MODIS images were collected on 16 June 2013 between
09.25 UTC and 20.30 UTC. They were suitably intercalibrated
and coregistered with the corresponding SEVIRI acquisitions
by georeferencing and projecting over a grid of 0.01 degrees.

Performance assessment was performed by comparing the
proposed Bayesian algorithms, based on the KF and IMM,
with the reference non sequential approaches; both the IOM
and SOM, described in Sect. III-B have been subject of inves-
tigation. Accordingly, we compared the following strategies:

B. Simulated data

• Nearest-neighbor image estimation (N): the estimate at
time k is achieved by simply resampling the LR images
through a nearest-neighbor interpolation rule.

• Interpolated image estimation (I): the estimate at time
k is achieved by interpolating the LR images through
a bicubic interpolation scheme, namely we define the
algorithm output according to Eq. (25).

• Sharpened image estimation (S): the estimate at time
k is achieved by sharpening the interpolated LR image
through the injection of the details extracted from the
last available HR image, as described by Eq. (27). In
particular a modified version of the High Pass Modulation
(HPM) (or High Frequency Modulation - HFM) injection
scheme [29] is employed due to its remarkable features
[5], [34]. In this approach the sharpened image is defined
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the transition probabilities are p12 = p21 = 0.1.

as

Ek = B (Lk) + ρ
B (Lk)

HLP
mk

(
Hmk

−HLP
mk

)
, (29)

in which HLP represents a low pass version of the HR
image H and ρ is the NCCCoef, given by (28). In this
work we achieve HLP by a MultiResolution Analysis
implemented by the undecimated wavelet decomposition
[26]. More in detail we exploit the undecimated ”a’ trous”
algorithm [31] carried out by the successive application,
by row and columns, of a filter derived from the choice
of a B3 cubic spline as scaling function [32].

• Kalman Filter with Interpolated observation (KF/I): the
Kalman Filter recursion described in Sect. II-A is em-
ployed for yielding the desired estimate by utilizing the
IOM described in Eq. (25).

• Kalman Filter with Sharpened observation (KF/S): the
Kalman Filter is fed by observations constructed by the
SOM paradigm, implemented as in Eq (29).

• Interacting Multiple Model with Interpolated observation
(IMM/I): the estimate is provided from the IMM algo-
rithm detailed in Sect. II-B and operating with the IOM
defined in Eq. (25).
Two models have been used for this work, namely we
used m = 2. They consist in two KFs with different

tracking capabilities. The first is optimized for taking into
greater account the propagation phase and turns out to be
more useful at the instants that follow the acquisition of
the HR image. Indeed in that case it is preferable to let
the system spontaneously evolve from the latter, rather
than give more credit to the current LR acquisition. On
the other side, after some instants the previously acquired
HR image does not reflect the actual thermal radiation
anymore and thus the present LR observation has to
be fully exploited, besides its inaccuracy. The transition
between the two regimes happens in different time in-
tervals that shorten when abrupt changes of the thermal
dynamics occur (e.g. at the sunrise or at the sunset) and
grow in the presence of slow temperature variations (e.g.,
during the night). The purpose of the IMM algorithm
is to follow this behavior, by automatically swapping
from the propagation-oriented mode (characterized by a
greater standard deviation of the state noise σm), to the
observation-oriented mode (characterized by a smaller
σm). The Markov chain employed to this purpose is
supposed to be time-space homogeneous (namely, the
same values p11 = p22 = 0.9 are used for all pixels
and for all time instants). Furthermore the likelihood
(16), required for estimating the mode probabilities, are
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TABLE I: RMSE related to simulated scenarios for several values of ∆H . The original images, used as ltr/HSR and GT
sequences, have 6 km/pixel resolution, whereas the simulated htr/LSR sequences have 36 km/pixel resolution (r = 6). The KF-
and IMM-based algorithms work with σO = 1. The RMSE value is achieved by averaging both over space and time, namely
over the whole sequence of images.

∆H [h] N I S KF/I KF/S IMM/I IMM/S
σm = 0.2 σm = 0.04 σm = 0.2 σm = 0.04 σm = {0.2, 0.04} σm = {0.2, 0.04}

Sardinia

1 1.12 1.09 0.50 0.28 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26
2 1.21 1.17 0.61 0.54 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.48 0.44
4 1.25 1.21 0.76 0.85 0.72 0.68 0.73 0.78 0.68
8 1.28 1.24 0.89 1.08 0.86 0.87 0.90 1.02 0.85

Campania

1 1.21 1.14 0.53 0.35 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34
2 1.31 1.23 0.65 0.59 0.51 0.50 0.51 0.54 0.50
4 1.35 1.28 0.83 0.91 0.74 0.73 0.75 0.86 0.72
8 1.38 1.30 0.99 1.14 0.93 0.93 0.90 1.10 0.91
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Fig. 4: Brightness Temperatures (top plot) and mode probabil-
ities (bottom plot) for a pixel of the Campania datasets related
to the Sele region. The plots corresponding to the actual values
(GT) are depicted in black, while blue and red colors refer to
the IOM and the SOM, respectively.

obtained by assuming a Gaussian distribution [9]

Λj
k = N

(
yk; x̂

0j
k−1|k−1, P̂

0j
k−1|k−1

)
, (30)

in which N (y;x,P) denotes the probability density
function of a Normal random variable with mean x and
covariance matrix P, calculated at point y.

• Interacting Multiple Model and Sharpened observation
(IMM/S): this last method consists in employing the IMM
algorithm with the same settings specified at the previous
item, but fed the images sharpened through Eq. (29).

We firstly employ the simulated datasets in that they offer a
perfectly controlled scenario. The original SEVIRI sequence,
characterized by a sampling interval ∆L = 15 minutes, is
used as htr/HSR sequence, from which we extract a subset
of images, with variable interval ∆H = {1, 2, 4, 8} hours,
representing the ltr/HSR sequence. The htr/LSR is simulated
by averaging the contribution of HR pixels within contiguous
non overlapping cells. Several resolution ratios r between
the HR and the LR images have been used for assessing

the performances of the method, but we report in this paper
the results achieved for r = 6 that is directly comparable
with real data analysis reported below, namely with the actual
resolution ratio existing between the SEVIRI and MODIS
sensors. The performances of the employed Kalman Filters
depend on the state and measurement standard deviations σm

and σo, and in particular on their ratio σm/σo. Accordingly
we set the observation std to σo = 1 and, after a preliminary
tuning phase, the state standard deviations to: σm = 0.2 and
σm = 0.04. The two corresponding KFs, named KF-1 (for
σm = 0.2) and KF-2 (for σm = 0.04), privilege the update
and the propagation step, respectively.

The performances have been evaluated in terms of the Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE) calculated on the zones of the
images corresponding to the land. In this simulated case the
RMSE can be computed at each instant, being all the reference
images available. The RMSE plot Vs. time is shown in Fig.
3 and refers to the Campania dataset with a ltr/HSR sampling
rate of ∆H = 4 (top plots) and ∆H = 8 (bottom plots), while
the overall values, calculated by averaging, over the whole
sequence, the RMSE corresponding to each image are reported
in Tab. I for the Sardinia and the Campania datasets.

The behavior of the different algorithms in Fig. 3 reflects
the dynamics of the BT during daytime that is particularly fast
at the sunrise, when the incoming radiation causes a sudden
increase of the temperature.

The first remarkable result, more evident in the case of
∆H = 4, in which the past observations constitute a more
significant aid for building the current estimate, concerns the
usefulness of the sequential Bayesian methods. As expected,
for both values of ∆H , in the presence of a less accurate
LR information (namely with IOM), the KF-2 filter achieves
better performances with respect to KF-1, since it preserves
the benefits of the HR acquisitions for a greater amount of
time; in other terms, this setting highlights the contribution of
the sequential filtering approach, with respect to memoryless
techniques. The behavior of the IMM method is here not
particularly satisfactory, since its performances are in between
the values obtained by the two KFs.

On the other side, application of the SOM allows to achieve,
in most cases, better performances, though flattening the differ-
ences between the tracking methods, especially for ∆H = 8.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Fig. 5: Campania dataset, acquired on 16 June 2013 between 09.25 UTC and 12.45 UTC. The reference image is reported in
subplot (a); The outputs of estimation procedures, operating with the same parameters as in Fig. (3), in the subplots: (b) static
IOM algorithm; (c) static SOM algorithm; (d) KF-1/I; (e) KF-2/I; (f) IMM/I; (g) KF-1/S; (h) KF-2/S; (i) IMM/S.

This is due to the higher quality of the observation that can be
deduced both by the plot of the RMSE versus time reported in
black solid line in Fig. 3 and by the exemplary BT trend of a
single pixel, depicted in the top plot of Fig. 4. The greater
accuracy reflects also in a more proper functioning of the
IMM models switch, as testified by the bottom plot of Fig.
4, containing the values of the mode probabilities µ1 and µ2.
It is evident that with SOM the IMM mixes its state almost
as with the actual observation. This yields a smaller RMSE
that can be observed in the right plots of Fig. 3, as well as
by reading the values reported in Tab. I. Also in this case, the
effects of the tracking procedures decreases with the growth
of the sampling interval ∆H .

C. Real data

The second validation procedure exploits the two real
datasets of SEVIRI and MODIS acquisitions over the Balkan
Peninsula and the Southern Italy. The spatial resolution ratio
is r = 6, that was chosen also in the simulated cases to allow
for the comparison between the two assessment protocols.

Due to the cited reinitialization procedure performed at
each time the HR image is available, a run of the algorithm

simply involves the interval between two MODIS images; the
latter represents the starting point and the estimation target,
respectively, and further observations are constituted by all
the SEVIRI images acquired during the same interval. One
example regarding the Greece dataset and two examples from
Campania dataset have been used to represent different phases
of the days and difference lengths of the observation interval.

The assessment results have been collected in Tab. II and
show the RMSE calculated on the single available ground
truth image, acquired at the end of the working interval. In
fact, the reported RMSE values are not directly comparable
with those achievable in the practical application of the
algorithms, that are intended for yielding an estimate of the
missing information at the instants strictly contained between
the interval extremes. In a sense, the study reported here
represents a worst case analysis of the performances, that
most properly helps in setting the limits of the maximum
estimation interval length. Thus the most significant remarks
derives from comparing the results for different values of ∆H .
Results of the first Campania dataset (see also Fig. 5), acquired
between 09.25 UTC and 12.45 UTC, confirm many indications
achieved by simulated data analysis. In particular, besides the
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Fig. 6: Greece dataset, acquired between 23 August 2011 at 20.25 UTC and 24 August 2011 at 00.35 UTC. The reference
image is reported in subplot (a); The outputs of estimation procedures, operating with the same parameters as in Fig. (3), in
the subplots: (b) static IOM algorithm; (c) static SOM algorithm; (d) KF-1/I; (e) KF-2/I; (f) IMM/I; (g) KF-1/S; (h) KF-2/S;
(i) IMM/S.

high estimation error values originated by the critical daytime
period (see also Fig. 3), the suitability of employing an IMM-
based Bayesian procedure with SOM can be evidenced. On the
other side, the application of algorithms to the Greece dataset
acquired between 20.25 UTC and 00.35 UTC (see Fig. 6) and
to the second Campania dataset acquired between 12.45 UTC
and 20.30 UTC, yields very different results. Specifically, in
the first case only the advantage of propagating the information
coming from the first initial MODIS image can be reported,
as testified by the best results reached by the KF-2 algorithm.
Moreover, the proposed sequential Bayesian procedure may
not be appropriate if high accuracy is desired throughout a
long interval (e.g., around 8 hours, as in our test case) since,
as the distance from the last HR image increases, it does
not outperform even a simple interpolation procedure. This
behavior matches the general results shown in Fig. 3 for
the simulation runs. More specifically, we report in Fig. 7

the RMSE curves achieved through the simulation protocol
described in Sect. IV-B on the same time interval, namely by
employing the SEVIRI images acquired on the Campania area
on 16 June 2013 between 12.45 UTC and 20.30 UTC. The
plots illustrate how the effect of propagating the information
extracted by the initial HR image decreases over time and is
completely lost after 8 h; on the other side, the robustness of
the proposed IMM approach is further evidenced, being able to
achieve remarkable performances during the whole considered
interval.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work a technique for fusing thermal images, acquired
by sensors with different temporal and spatial resolutions,
is proposed. It relies upon the Sequential Bayesian estima-
tion framework, and specifically has been implemented in
two versions: the classical Kalman Filter and the Interacting
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TABLE II: RMSE related to real data scenarios. The spatial resolution of the MODIS ltr/HSR sequence is 1 km/pixel, whereas
that of the SEVIRI htr/LSR sequences is 6 km/pixel (r = 6). The KF- and IMM-based algorithms work with σO = 1. The
RMSE is achieved by averaging only over space, namely over the unique reference image.

∆H [h] N I S KF/I KF/S IMM/I IMM/S
σm = 0.2 σm = 0.04 σm = 0.2 σm = 0.04 σm = {0.2, 0.04} σm = {0.2, 0.04}

Greece 4 0.85 0.79 0.62 0.74 0.48 0.60 0.50 0.69 0.57

Campania 3 1.67 1.50 1.32 1.41 1.27 1.28 1.28 1.36 1.25
8 0.64 0.61 0.73 0.61 0.92 0.65 0.94 0.60 0.62
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Fig. 7: RMSE computed between the forecast of TIR SEVIRI image and the actual value for the simulated Campania dataset
related to the time interval between 12.45 UTC and 20.30 UTC on 16 June 2013: IOM (on the left) and SOM (on the right).
The KF 1-algorithm works with σm = 0.2, the KF-2 algorithm with σm = 0.04 and both use σo = 1; the IMM employs KF-1
and KF-2 as modes, and the transition probabilities are p12 = p21 = 0.1.

Multiple Model paradigms. The latter allows to overcome
the difficulties introduced by the different operational regimes
that the estimation algorithm copes with during the different
phases of the day (and of the year). In addition a static
sharpening procedure, useful also for preparing the inputs of
the sequential algorithms, is here developed by analogy with
the pansharpening applications. All the developed techniques
have been assessed by means of real data acquired by the
SEVIRI and MODIS sensors.

Current studies concern the usage of the proposed ap-
proaches for agricultural applications. In particular, some
particular topics, as irrigation management, do not require real
time functioning, and thus the most significant issue raised by
this work, namely the applicability of the proposed technique
for long estimation intervals, can be faced by exploiting the
information acquired also after the estimation instant. In this
case, more effective Bayesian procedure, named smoothing
algorithms, can be utilized instead of the filtering techniques
employed here. This different class of methods constitutes the
main research line moving from this study.
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